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The economy is the difference and manipulation of supply and demand. There are tough resources where businesses manipulate to allocate to society. In society, it is assumed that limited resources will not meet the needs of the entire population. The fair distribution of goods to society is the main goal of the
economists. Images of cargo trucks by Canakris Fotolia.com Supply and demand are considered the backbone of the economy. Demand is the quantity of public demand products; supply is a representative of what the market can offer. If there is a high supply yet the low price demand will go down for the goods. If the
high demand yet the supply is low-priced for the product to go up. Supply relationships are created when a manufacturer meets the price that people are willing to pay for the product, as long as the supply does not outperform the demand. When the supply reaches the point where it is equal to the demand, a balance is
created. Fresh fish for sale images by David Levinson Fotolia.com In some instances, producers will slow down production to raise prices. This is called supply manipulation. Manufacturers will cause increased demand, so that they can earn more money for their products. Peter Chubb (2009) from PR News argues that



supply manipulation is wrong. He argued, in today's market, the hype and commerciality of a product can produce false since it requires thus causing a lack of manipulated supply. The perception of supply is just as important as the reality of supply. People will have fake demands and buy products for fear of price
increases, if their perception of lack is manipulated by fear. Oil rigs on sunset images by Alan James from Fotolia.com Resources may be limited to various reasons. If the source consists of agricultural products, resources can be limited due to weather, light or other natural occurrences. If resources are considered non-
renewable such as oil or natural-industrial accidents, international trade agreements and environmental policies within the government can cause the resources to be limited. Oil supplies are sometimes executed by the ability of oil producers to produce. Some oil companies will keep oil pile to raise prices during the slow
consumption season. This is considered a manipulation of the supply and demand cycle; it is floated by an economic watch dog group. retail cart train images by Robert Mobley from Fotolia.com Goods Distribution Station are decided by both supply and demand. In the distribution of the process of goods. specific
economies drive the cost of products. Distributors lower the cost of free market transactions by taking advantage of the scope and scale economies. Shops and middlemen act as distributors, as they will be expensive and sometimes impossible for average to buy directly from the manufacturer. Distributors buy in bulk.
This leads down the cost of shipping and transportation, because of the can be sent in bulk. Distributors provide a place, on profit, for consumers to buy products. Blockbuster (Stock Quote: BBI) is not the only crowd-rising dependency injury on the Internet. Oxford University Press announced Sunday that the growing
demand for an online version of the Oxford English Dictionary could result in an obsolete printed version at the time the next edition is ready for release. We are currently experiencing increased demand for online products, the publisher said in a statement. However, the print version will definitely be considered if there is
sufficient request at the time of publication. This statement seems to be expected then followed up with an interview with The Sunday Times in which Oxford Chief Executive Nigel Portwood said he did not think the next edition would be printed. The print dictionary market is simply gone, says Portwood, putting blame not
only on the Internet, but the growing popularity of e-readers as well. It falls far by tens of percent a year. Admittedly, the full version of the next dictionary is not exactly in the works yet. A spokesperson for the publisher told the Telegraphthat his third edition was only about 28% complete and more than a decade from
completion. This will definitely give people plenty of time to get acquainted with the online version of the OED. According to the Associated Press, the online Oxford English dictionary already gets 2 million hits per month from customers. The second edition printed currently, a total of 20-volume, 750 pounds and a
decidedly less mobile set was less published in 1989, has sold about 30,000 sets in total. The second edition, which costs $1,165, defines 615,164 words, using 2.4 million source quotes. There are shorter dictionary versions also available, including the Oxford English Dictionary. While Portwood did not indicate whether
Oxford would stop printing this version as well, he said their sales were affected by Web.Oxford launching its online dictionary in 2000. Monthly and annual subscriptions are available for $29.95 and $295 respectively. And, according to the publisher, at least 1,800 new and revised words are added to the online version
every three months. You can also buy the OED second edition CD-ROM for $295.—For the best rates on loans, bank accounts and credit cards, enter your ZIP code BankingMyWay.com. Oxford, the city of the Oxfordshire district, is the oldest university house in the English-speaking world. The city was founded in the
11th century and the first mention of the university was about 100 years later - although the exact year is unknown. Visiting universities, learning about the famous alumni and admiring the historic architecture of 38 colleges is one reason visitors often include this popular city on their travel plans. But there are many more
to in the city, about 60 miles northwest of London. Here is sedozen sedozen to get you started. 01 of Taylor McIntyre's 12/© TripSavvy Oxford is a relatively small city and one of the best ways to see it walk, duck in and out of the back streets and alleys, explore the grounds of colleges open to the public and make your
own discoveries. Take a flyer at the train station or download the app: The Oxford City Guide has some good audio guides and can be downloaded. Or just follow our two Oxford-guided walks for the morning and evening to get laying ground and decide what you'd like to look back on later. There was really a lot to
discover and a lot of joyful surprises. And this becomes the city of University, there are plenty of coffee shops and pubs along the way to relax your tired tootsies. 02 of the 12 Addresses of the Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology, Oxford OX1 2PH, UK When the Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology
opened in 1683 the word museum was not used in English. The Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology is the oldest public museum in the UK. When it was first opened, in 1683, the word Museum was not used in English. The six-storey extension, opened in 2009, makes the museum from a series of dark and woy
Victorian galleries with items to a modern light-filled exhibition space; double its size, and ultimately makes its collection great accessible to everyone. The collections cover ten millennials of eastern and western civilization artillery and include some unbelievable treasures, including: Jericho's skull: Representatives of
10,000-year-old human image, one of the earliest ever discovered. Alfred Jewels: Anglo Saxon's ancient object of gold, enamel and crystalline stone, which may belong to King Alfred The Great, the first king of All England.Powhatan's Mantle: Deerskin and wampum cloak father Pocahontas. Paintings by Michelangelo
and Raphael.Ceramics make more than 2000 yearsA Stradivarius violin circa 1715. And the best part is, everything is free. 03 of Andria Patino/Getty Images When Albert Einstein gave his second Oxford lecture in 1931 he was already so internationally famous that the blackboard he used to describe his talk was never
erased. Instead it was immediately taken to this museum where it has been preserved ever since. If elaborating on Einstein's calculations, in his own hands, doesn't attract you, there is still much to do in this museum. It holds one of the world's best collections of Medieval Europe and ancient Islamic scientific instruments
- beautiful sundials and astrolabes. The 11th-century Arab astrolabe, pictured here, is an astronomical navigation tool, a sextant predecessor. The collection also includes Charles Dodgson's cameras. Oxford mathematician, better known as Alice in Wonderland author Lewis Carroll, cameras to take the famous photo
series Alice Liddell, who inspired her Alice books. The museum is free even though donations are suggested. If you are one person going to a keen museum, you will not lack the attractions in Here are a few more to add to your list: Natural History Museum: Enjoy dinosaur skeletons, butterflies and colorful beetles in
case of glass. The most famous collection of animals and minerals and treasures, skulls and the skin of real Dodo birds, collected in the 17th century. Pitt River Museum: This is either an archaeological museum or a large collection of items, depending on your point of view. 04 of daniel's 12 joe daniel prices/Getty Images
Librarian John Rouse (1574-1652) must have quarreled in his boot when he was forced to reject King Charles I's request that a book be removed from the Bodleian Library and sent to him at his palace. The reason for this collection of historical libraries has grown and planted is that it is prohibited by statutes to remove
any books. Instead, he brought a copy of the library's founding statute. Charles whoM I was so impressed, he agreed that the statute of the dear founder was observed religiously. Bodleian is one of the oldest libraries in Europe and second only to the British Library in the size and scope of its collection. It comes from a
collection donated to universities in the 15th century by the Duke of Humfrey, the Duke of Gloucester and brother of King Henry V. Over the years it grew to include about 13 million books and related items in several buildings, including the famous Radcliffe Camera. The original medieval rooms, including the Duke of
Humfrey Library, are still used by scholars and open to the public about guided tours and some self-guided audio tours. Proceed to 5 of 12 below. 05 of 12 AndreA Chavez/Getty Images Oxford's Botanic Garden, with 6,000 different types of plants, are treats all year round, both outside and inside seven glass house
displays. There's always something to look at and the garden website shows what's in the season and find the best one when you visit. Inside the glass house, you can find Alpine plants, lilies, cloud forest plants and carnivore plants. The oldest part of the garden, wall garden, dates from 1621 and holds a collection of
medicinal plants, geographically sorted boundaries and even forest walks. And as you explore many of the Lower Garden collections - including the Gin Borders, with plants used in gin production, find the corner benches featured in his Dark Materials trilogy Philip Pullman, that's where Will and Lyra can meet between
their respective worlds. And if 130 acres of specimen trees, North American conifers, livestock and estates landscaped - including some of the first redwood trees brought to Europe - draw you, board the bus (the X38 bus travels between the park and the Arboretum every 20 minutes) and goes for the Harcourt Arboretum
about 5 miles away. 06 out of 12 Oxford University colleges are open to the public at certain times or Special. Instead of you just having time to visit one, go for the Church of Christ, the largest and, arguably, the most interesting for visitors. Basics usually associated with Henry VIII. Actually though, Henry stole the thriller
of his ill-fated chancellor, Cardinal Thomas Wolsely. Enter college through the gates at Tom Tower, a Bell tower designed by Christopher Wren, leading to Tom Quad. Old Tom, bells in the tower, ring 101 times at 9:15 p.m night. It is a tradition dating from a school base when it has 101 scholars. Gates are locked at 9:15
p..m and bells were carried out to show that every student was safe inside. The alumni list and professor Christ Church College is amazing, and includes 14 Britain's prime ministers, dozens of artists, writers and musicians and some Nobel Laureates. The picture gallery at Christ Church contains old Master paintings by
Tintoretto and Fra Lippo Lippi and paintings by Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci and Albrecht Durer. Lewis Carroll, (real name Charles Dodgson) is a math done in his college and muse, 11-year-old Alice Liddell, who inspired Alice in Wonderland Carroll and Alice Through the Looking Glass, is the daughter of the college
dean but is impressive because of all this, perhaps not the reason the visitors queue up every day to buy tickets It is more likely that Harry Potter, is the reason visitors to Oxford flock to this college. Hall, staircase and cloisters all stand for Hogwarts, and hogwarts' infirmary in the films. And the Great Hall is magical,
where so many scenes are set, modeled in christ Church's own Great Hall. Many people believe the scene was filmed in this room but actually a replica was created at Warner Brothers' Leavesden Studios, outside London. You can visit that one as part of the Warner Brothers London Studios Tour; Harry Potter's
manufacturing. Or peers into the real one, on tour here. 07 of Tom Charoensinphon/Getty Images Oxford Covered Market, in the city centre between college and the main retail high street, is the perfect place to relax, get a bite to eat and enjoy some artisan shopping. The market officially opened in 1774 after both local
and University officials did not decide on traffic, smells and pushed market streets into public disruption. It has been trading ever since. Today most stalls have become shops (more than 40 of them) selling clothes, leather goods, flowers and dried flowers, herbs and aroma, fruit and vegetables, meats and fish, luxury
cakes and glorious cheese. Almost all traders are free. And the building itself is interesting for a walk with narrow alleys of shops under the beamed ceiling. It was designed by John Gwynn who also designed Oxford's famous Magdalen Bridge. There are several sandwich shops and pubs or two but if you wish to a really
English café, try Brown's Cafe. 08 of 12 Chris Mellor/Getty Images Oxford Castle began as an Anglo Saxon stronghold, before William William and its parts are at least 1,000 years old. Parapsychologists claim it is one of britain's most haunted buildings. They won't, n't they even excavate to make the building safe for
visitors has revealed the details of the creepy 18th-century Debtor Tower and the 900-year-old crypt underground. There were also castle condemnations, dating from Black Assize in 1577, when hundreds of people died within weeks of attending the Rowland Jenkes trial, including sheriffs, jury, witnesses and judges all
died of a mystery cause. Between 1071 and 1995 the palace was used continuously as a prison. Take a guided tour to find out about some of the most interesting and awesome stories. Continue to 9 out of 12 below. 09 of Jim Linwood/Flickr/CC BY 2.0 The Turf Tavern, familiar to fans of the television inspector Morse
Reruns, is one of the celebrated Oxford pubs. It goes down the aisle so narrowly that, in parts, you also can't stretch both arms as you go through. It was in a Grade II listed building, the 18th century, although the earliest reports it was in King Richard II's tax record and dated 1381. Inside, it is warren levels and stairs.
Although it attracts tourists, it is very difficult to find that only the most determined locals actually get there. It was also popular with occasional students and celebrities - a drunken argument between Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton in the mid-1960s became a legend. 10 of MelanieGermain's 12/Getty Images Punting
is a classic way to mess about in boats in Oxford and Cambridge. At Oxford they did it on the Cherwell River, from the Cherwell Boathouse or from the Magdalen Bridge Boathouse, next to Magdalen Bridge, by Oxford High Street. Punts are under-flat boats that can carry up to six people - viewers and five passengers.
Viewers stood on a flat platform at one end and induceded and steered the boat with a long pole. Even if you've never heard of the term, you may have seen punting in old English movies. On film it always seems simple, romantic and peaceful. But of course it's harder than that. Don't worry, if you don't think you can
manage poles, you can manage a chauffeured punt from the Magdalen Boathouse, with an experienced audience, a boathouse, often a student, doing hard work. 11 of the 12 Sheldonian Theatres are the venue for the Oxford ceremonial assembly. This is where students are welcomed to the University and where they
receive their diplomas after graduation. It is also a music venue where you can listen to concerts in buildings built between 1664 and 1669 as the first major design of architect Sir Christopher Wren. Time you are well and you can hear music performed by the Oxford Ilharmonic Orchestra and visit ensembles and soloists.
There is at least one concert a month throughout the year and more frequent public events in the summer months. 12 of 12 The Oxford Artisan Distillery Address Old Depot, South Park, Cheney Lane, Headington, Headington, OX3 7QJ, UK Phone +44 1865 767918 Spirit in question are gin, vodka, absinthe and rye
made at Oxford Artisan Distillery (TOAD, you see). It is an interesting place with copper framed still in the best Steampunk tradition. Even both are still called Nemo and Nautilus, with a nod toward Steampunk's great inspiration, Jules Verne. We have heard they used ancient heritage cereals grown from reclaimed seeds
from the 16th and 17th centuries Oxfordshire that spanned the roof. Not sure we believe that but it definitely makes a great story and you never know. You can ask about it on one of their tours - 45 minutes for 90 minutes – both end up tasting their gins options. If you go for a 90-minute tour, costing £50 in 2019, make
sure you have a designated driver as it ends up with a chance to taste their entire range and finish it (ourselves) with a big gin and tonic. Cheers. Cheers.
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